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- Guest Post by author S.M. Freedman

Hearing Voices

“I see dead people.”

That’s one of the scariest lines in a movie, ever. Thankfully, I don’t see dead people (although plenty of my characters do).

But as a writer, I’ve been asked numerous times if I hear voices in my head. I assume this isn’t their subtle way of telling me

I’ve gone loco (kind of like having a mint, just so you can offer one to someone else in hopes it will stifle their post-lunch egg-

and onion stench), but rather a genuine curiosity about how authors make their characters come alive.

Confession time: I think my characters are real people. It’s gotten so bad I discuss them in public, which, when I’m talking

animatedly about a murder scene, can get a little awkward. The bail money has been set aside, just in case.

But how do they become real? It’s one part deliberation and one part magic. Each character begins as an extension of

myself, whether it’s a terribly inappropriate sense of humor or a love of chocolate chip cookies. They stick with me awhile,

using my voice, but at some point they cross a bridge without me. (I see it as a slippery footbridge; you know, the kind that
just might have a troll lurking in its shadows).

On the other side, the magic happens: They become real. Some become appalling, others inspirational. They dance at the

cliff’s edge, and at times I’d like to pull them back; it’s gritty and ugly out there. But I can’t. Once unleashed, they get

demanding.  They want their truth to be told. And it’s my job to tell it, as best I can.

If I do their story justice, it might just touch the dark part of a reader’s soul. If it does, that reader might start hearing their

voices, too. And in that way, these characters can live on. Not as dead people, but as flesh and blood we cannot see.

The Author
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(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEe-lQBIPGKmb_-qbEbcnFw)

S.M. Freedman is a top-ranked Amazon author in the Mystery, Thriller and Suspense categories, and a member of the

WorldWiseWriters group. She lives in Vancouver with her husband, two children and a giant orange cat.

She studied acting at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York, and spent years as a private investigator and

business owner.

Inspired by authors of many different genres (favorites include Sue Grafton, Diana Gabaldon, Jodi Picoult, Stephen King,

Justin Cronin, Suzanne Collins and Lawrence Hill, to name a few) she eventually turned back to her first love: writing.

The Faithful, a paperback and kindle Amazon Bestseller in both the US and the UK, and a Quarter Finalist in the 2014

Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award, is her debut novel. She's currently working on the sequel.

S.M. Freedman's Book - The Faithful

 

Synopsis

 For Agent Josh Metcalf, memories are ghosts. They are blood-soaked

backpacks and the smell of strawberry Chap Stick. Josh is haunted by a

little girl who went missing his first summer on the force. Decades later

his search has become an obsession, and he's pinned the photos of

hundreds of missing children to his wall of tears. All the children had

psychic abilities. All the cases went cold -- with no witnesses, no useful

tips, and no children ever recovered. Until a woman gets injured trying to

stop an abduction, and Josh comes face to face with his personal ghost.

For Rowan Wilson, a meteorite hunter for NASA's Spaceguard program,

memories are lies. The childhood she thought she knew has been erased,

leaving a black hole in its place. New recollections are flaring to life: men

dressed like priests, a ranch in the mountains, mind control, and rape.

Each new memory draws her closer to one of the other missing children,

Sumner Macey; and to I Fidele, the underground organization for whom

kidnapping is just the beginning.

For Sumner, memories have become weapons. He's sharpened each of

his with surgical precision: the ranch, the doctrine, the mind-wash, and

the murders. He's eager to slice at the black sludge pumping through I Fidele's heart, desperate to cripple those who stole

his childhood.

To I Fidele, non-psychics are cockroaches in need of extermination, an inferior species destroying the earth. They're ready

to enforce eugenics on a global scale. If they succeed, only those faithful to their doctrine will survive. Crossing several

genres, The Faithful will appeal to anyone who enjoys supernatural mysteries; high-tech, edge-of-your-seat suspense

flavored with paranormal elements; thrillers involving psychics, occult and high stakes action/adventure; tied up with a

depth and humor usually reserved for works of literary fiction.
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Amazon - Paperback (http://www.amazon.com/Faithful-S-M-Freedman/dp/1497330009/ref=sr_1_1_twi_1?

ie=UTF8&qid=1417746747&sr=8-1&keywords=s.m.+freedman)

Barnes & Noble (http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-faithful-s-mfreedman/1119308793?ean=9781497330009)
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S.M. Freedman is a top-ranked Amazon author in the Mystery, Thriller and Suspense

categories, and a member of the WorldWiseWriters group. She lives in Vancouver with

her husband, two children and a giant orange cat.

She studied acting at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York, and spent

years as a private investigator and business owner.

Inspired by authors of many different genres (favorites include Sue Grafton, Diana

Gabaldon, Jodi Picoult, Stephen King, Justin Cronin, Suzanne Collins and Lawrence Hill,

to name a few) she eventually turned back to her first love: writing.

The Faithful, a paperback and kindle Amazon Bestseller in both the US and the UK, and

a Quarter Finalist in the 2014 Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award, is her debut novel.

She's currently working on the sequel.
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She's currently working on the sequel.

The Faithful

For Agent Josh Metcalf, memories are ghosts. They are blood-soaked

backpacks and the smell of strawberry Chap Stick. Josh is haunted by a little

girl who went missing his first summer on the force. Decades later his search

has become an obsession, and he's pinned the photos of hundreds of missing

children to his wall of tears. All the children had psychic abilities. All the

cases went cold -- with no witnesses, no useful tips, and no children ever

recovered. Until a woman gets injured trying to stop an abduction, and Josh

comes face to face with his personal ghost.

 For Rowan Wilson, a meteorite hunter for NASA's Spaceguard program,

memories are lies. The childhood she thought she knew has been erased,

leaving a black hole in its place. New recollections are flaring to life: men

dressed like priests, a ranch in the mountains, mind control, and rape. Each

new memory draws her closer to one of the other missing children, Sumner

Macey; and to I Fidele, the underground organization for whom kidnapping

is just the beginning.

 For Sumner, memories have become weapons. He's sharpened each of his

with surgical precision: the ranch, the doctrine, the mind-wash, and the

murders. He's eager to slice at the black sludge pumping through I Fidele's

heart, desperate to cripple those who stole his childhood.

To I Fidele, non-psychics are cockroaches in need of extermination, an inferior species destroying the earth. They're ready

to enforce eugenics on a global scale. If they succeed, only those faithful to their doctrine will survive. Crossing several

genres, The Faithful will appeal to anyone who enjoys supernatural mysteries; high-tech, edge-of-your-seat suspense

flavored with paranormal elements; thrillers involving psychics, occult and high stakes action/adventure; tied up with a

depth and humor usually reserved for works of literary fiction.

Where to Purchase The Faithful

Amazon - Kindle (http://www.amazon.com/Faithful-S-M-Freedman-
ebook/dp/B00JTO26BE/ref=sr_1_1_twi_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1417746747&sr=8-

1&keywords=s.m.+freedmanhttp://www.amazon.com/Faithful-S-M-
Freedman/dp/1497330009/ref=sr_1_1_twi_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1417746747&sr=8-

1&keywords=s.m.+freedman)
Amazon - Paperback (http://www.amazon.com/Faithful-S-M-

Freedman/dp/1497330009/ref=sr_1_1_twi_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1417746747&sr=8-
1&keywords=s.m.+freedman)

Barnes & Noble (http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-faithful-s-mfreedman/1119308793?
ean=9781497330009)
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S.M. Freedman is a top-ranked Amazon author in the Mystery, Thriller and Suspense categories, and a member of the

WorldWiseWriters group. She lives in Vancouver with her husband, two children and a giant orange cat.

She studied acting at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York, and spent years as a private investigator and

business owner.

Inspired by authors of many different genres (favorites include Sue Grafton, Diana Gabaldon, Jodi Picoult, Stephen King,

Justin Cronin, Suzanne Collins and Lawrence Hill, to name a few) she eventually turned back to her first love: writing.

The Faithful, a paperback and kindle Amazon Bestseller in both the US and the UK, and a Quarter Finalist in the 2014

Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award, is her debut novel.  She's currently working on the sequel.

Follow the entire The Faithful tour HERE (http://worldwindvirtualbooktours.weebly.com/tour-the-
faithful.html)

Brought to you by Worldwind Virtual Book Tours (http://worldwindvirtualbooktours.weebly.com/)
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EXCERPT

Konrad, who had been watching the Bundesarchiv Bild and the Bauer fuel trucks
disappear into the forest, looked away from the glass bubble front of the cockpit and
over at Heinrich. Heinrich, becoming aware of Konrad’s stare, glanced up from his
instruments. Konrad shook his head.

“They won’t be returning any time soon, will they, major?”

Heinrich looked off in the direction of the forest without saying a word.

“We won’t be coming back any time soon either, will we, major?”

Heinrich’s face snapped around, his eyes focused unflinchingly on Konrad as he shouted

back to Christian.
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back to Christian.

“Coordinates!”

“25° 44' 47.1264'' N… 32° 36' 19.1124'' E!”

“Set our course,” Heinrich said to Konrad.

Christian popped his face back into the cockpit.

“I’ve just checked the maps, sir. That’s the Mediterranean. Off the coast of Egypt.”

Heinrich glanced at him.

“Are we off on an archeological expedition, sir? On our way to visit the pyramids?”

SYNOPSIS

When Professor Harrison Standish, a bookish young
archeologist inadvertently stumbles upon an ancient
burial chamber in Egypt, he is baffled to find symbolism
inside that would appear to date from two different
historical periods, thousands of years apart. Suspecting
the tomb had been tampered with at some point in the
distant past, Professor Standish soon discovers the
skeletons of ten half-human/half-canine creatures
lying in a far corner of the chamber and his initial
bafflement now turns to shock. What kind of ancient
madman would be conducting such a horrific
experiment?

As Dr. Standish endeavors to explain this mystery over
the ensuing days, he happens upon a news report,
suggesting that these same grotesque, half-

human/half-canine creatures have come to life in the remote mountains of Wyoming and
he is immediately on the next flight. By the time he arrives in Wyoming, a World War II
Nazi bomber has materialized out of the sky and crashed off the coast of France and a
Nazi general named Schmitz has stumbled into the 21st century, leaving behind evidence
of his presence in Professor Standish's ancient burial chamber back in Egypt, all of which
sets the stage for a rollicking, nonstop, modern day fantasy/sci-fi adventure.

The cast of characters in Purgatory: Origins includes Rachael, a pesky, auburn haired

New York magazine correspondent, who is known equally for her ability to sink her teeth
into a story and her unwillingness to let it go, Jason Kendall, an escaped rapist and killer
who falls hard for Rachael when they cross paths and turns out to have a past with our
half human creatures, and Harper, the ex-special forces FBI agent, whose primary goal is
finding Jason Kendall, getting him back behind bars and keeping him there for the rest of
his life but soon finds himself sucked into this mystery woven of ancient symbolism, old
Nazi war criminals and otherworldly creatures.

 Where to purchase Purgatory Origins

 Amazon - Kindle (http://www.amazon.com/Purgatory-Origins-Powers-Darkness-Book-
ebook/dp/B00ORHSU2C/ref=sr_1_1_twi_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1417532455&sr=8-

1&keywords=purgatory+origins)
*Free for Prime Members or on Kindle Unlimited*

The Author

  Darryl's Website (http://www.darrylolsen.com/index.html) / Facebook
(https://www.facebook.com/pages/Darryl-Olsen/455794901142581?ref=hl) / Twitter
(https://twitter.com/Darryl_Olsen)

Darryl Olsen is a writer who lives in Sydney, he was educated on the Mid North Coast of
New South Wales and after leaving school joined the Australian Regular Army. Darryl
Olsen now writes part time, and when he is not finishing off his latest novel, you can

http://www.amazon.com/Purgatory-Origins-Powers-Darkness-Book-ebook/dp/B00ORHSU2C/ref=sr_1_1_twi_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1417532455&sr=8-1&keywords=purgatory+origins
http://www.darrylolsen.com/index.html
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Olsen now writes part time, and when he is not finishing off his latest novel, you can
catch Darryl at the gym lifting heavy weights, but still avoiding all forms of leg work.

Darryl Olsen is the author of the Purgatory series with the first title, Purgatory, Soldiers
of Misfortune- now available. Stay tuned for the second novel titled, "Purgatory Origins"
He also wrote "Children of the Gods-The Talon Project"

For more information about Darryl and his upcoming books please go to
www.darrylolsen.com or you can contact him on darryl@darrylolsen.com
(mailto:darryl@darrylolsen.com)
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2014 WINNER for the EPIC eBook award for Science Fiction!

EXCERPT

We were born in the tears of God.
When the First Creator wept at the fate of His Creation, His tears fell like burning rain to melt the polar ice and swell the seas, the

cradle of all life.  His grief swallowed the mighty human cities of the coast and gave them over to the realm of Mother Ocean.  Humanity, who
did not aggrieve the Maker out of malice but out of ignorance, wished to atone for their sins against the Earth.  We are that atonement.  We are
Humankind's offering to the First Creator, the Maker of All.  The Great Father â€” a man, and nothing more â€” crafted his transforming virus
and infected his own kind, so that we might be born as the children of Man and Mother Ocean.  Humanity became the Second Creator,
Aquarius the Second Creation, and we the stewards of its bounty.

We owe much to Man, who is our father and our brother.  We must honor our debt to him.  But we must always remember this: he who
has the power to Create also has the power to Destroy.

â€” Delphis, Third Pod Leader of Tillamook Reef Colony, from a speech to commemorate the Fiftieth Aquarian Birth Day

CHAPTER 1â€”BIRTH DAY
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Ocypode dove through the turquoise waters of Tillamook Reef toward the fringes of the celebration.  Revelers floated everywhere. 
Strings of limpets, whelks, and periwinkles glittered around their necks, clicking when they moved.  Brightly colored pigments stained their
skin of blue and gray and silver with pictograms symbolizing the history of Aquarius.  Ocypode ghosted through the crowd in silence.  His own
flesh bore no ornaments.

Ocypode of Tillamook had no desire to draw attention to himself.
He slipped through the window of an ancient building, its barnacle-encrusted frame long devoid of panes, and hovered in the opening

like a misshapen eye thrust into the socket of a skull.  Birth Day throngs made him want to flee toward open ocean.  He preferred to watch from
the shadows.

The surface shimmered overhead as sunlight filtered down to paint the reef.  The drowned Human city had been reborn, bones of steel
and concrete covered with a growth of corals. Fish darted between caves marked by crumbling doors and windows, danced across the reef like
fragments of a shattered rainbow.  Waves soughed beneath the chatter of the crowd.  When he listened, Ocypode could almost grasp the secrets
hidden in that ceaseless whisper.

Ocypode hated secrets.  They had ruled his life for far too long...but not today.

SYNOPSIS

On an Earth ravaged by climate change, and a disastrous attempt to reverse it, human-dolphin hybrids called Aquarians have built
thriving reef colonies among the drowned cities of the coast. Now their world is under siege from an enemy above the waves
whose invisible weapon leaves no survivors. Ocypode of Tillamook is an Atavism: half-human and half-Aquarian, marooned in the
genetic limbo between species. Only he knows why the colonies north and south of Tillamook Reef have been destroyed, literally
turned to stone. Ocypode knows that Tillamook will be targeted next, but sharing the reason might prove as deadly to Aquarius as
the Medusa plague itself.

Ocypode and his Aquarian and human comrades flee into the open ocean to escape Medusa, until another Aquarian's treachery
leaves them at the mercy of a killer storm. Ocypode must pass through the Electric Forest, where he faces nightmarish creatures
and a legendary sea witch who becomes an ally. Finally, he must confront the cyber-ghost of the human he most despises: Peter
Cydon, the Great Father who bioengineered the mutagenic virus that gave birth to the Aquarian species. These unlikely allies
provide the only chance to stop the Redeemers, rogue scientists who are determined to resurrect the land by slaughtering the sea.
Even these allies will not be enough, and Ocypode must decide whom to trust with a secret as lethal as any plague.

Where to Purchase Aquarious Rising
Amazon - Kindle (http://www.amazon.com/Aquarius-Rising-Brian-Burt-

ebook/dp/B00CFP88H0/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1417535076&sr=8-
1&keywords=aquarius+rising)

Kobo (http://store.kobobooks.com/en-US/ebook/aquarius-rising)
B & N - Nook (http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/aquarius-rising-brian-

burt/1115161897?ean=9781771150903)
iBooks (http://itunes.apple.com/US/book/isbn9781771150903)

Lulu Paperback (http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/aquarius-
rising/13822724)

 (https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17905133-aquarius-rising?from_search=true)

The Author

Brian's Website (http://www.briantburt.com/index.html) / Goodreads
(https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/2918170.Brian_Burt) / Facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/BrianBurtAuthor)

Brian Burt works as an information security engineer in West Michigan, where some of his most bizarre flights of fancy wind up in

threat assessments.  He's been blessed with a wife and three boys who tolerate his twisted imagination and even encourage it.  He

enjoys reading, cycling, hiking, horseplay, red wine, and local micro-brews (so hopefully the virtues balance the vices, more or

less).  At every opportunity, he uses his sons as an excuse to act like an overgrown kid (which is why his wife enjoys rum, school

days, and migraine medication).

Brian has published more than twenty short stories in various markets, including print magazines, anthologies, and electronic

publications.  He won the L. Ron Hubbard Gold Award in 1992 for his short story, â€œThe Last Indian War,â€  which was

anthologized in Writers of the Future Volume VIII.  His story â€œPhantom Painâ€  received an Honorable Mention in The Year's

Best Fantasy and Horror, Tenth Annual Collection, edited by Ellen Datlow and Terri Windling.  He's a card-carrying member of

the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America.  His debut novel,Aquarius Rising: In the Tears of God, won the 2014 EPIC

eBook Award for Science Fiction. Book 2 of the Aquarius Rising trilogy, Blood Tide, is scheduled for release from Double Dragon

Publishing in 2015.

Follow the entire Aquarious Rising tour HERE
(http://worldwindvirtualbooktours.weebly.com/tour-aquarious-rising.html)
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Synopsis

"Rogers writes with confidence and authority about everything from African politics to Houston police procedure to Mexican drug
gangs. There's plenty of action, and the book is populated with interesting characters from political figures to tattoo artists. Check
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this one out when you're looking for a real slam-bang change of pace." -Bill Crider, author of the Dan Rhodes mystery series

On a desperate mission to save his entire race from extinction, Emissary Ruell travels to Earth equipped with his two most
powerful bargaining currencies -- health and longevity -- hoping to convince the most powerful leader in the free world that
collaboration can save both of their civilizations. Having no way to communicate directly with humans, Ruell must inhabit President
Addison Hale's body to carry out his mission.

He quickly discovers, however, that humans are more complex and volatile than anticipated. Only after admitting defeat does he
encounter Kirk Longshadow, and ordinary cop who might be Ruell's last chance.

Where to Purchase Emissary

 
Amazon - Kindle (http://www.amazon.com/Emissary-Chris-Rogers-

ebook/dp/B00NLMSTS4/ref=sr_1_1_twi_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1416929031&sr=8-
1&keywords=emissary+by+chris+rogers)

Amazon - Paperback (http://www.amazon.com/Emissary-Chris-Rogers/dp/1631250051/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?
ie=UTF8&qid=1416929031&sr=8-1)

 (https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/23271048-emissary?from_search=true)

The Author

Chris's Website (http://www.chrisrogers.com/) / Goodreads

(https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/175496.Chris_Rogers) / Facebook

(https://www.facebook.com/AuthorChrisRogers) 

Chris Rogers was born in Texas and raised in the days of EC Comics and B horror flicks that could chill you down to your funny
bones. She resides in a small community within commute of the four major Texas metropolises, where she ghostwrites business
books and memoirs while turning out her own novels and short stories. Chris has taught mystery writing at the Rice University
School of Continuing Studies, the University of Houston and in private master classes. Her students have received numerous
awards and acknowledgements for their works. After a career in graphic design, Chris became a writer the easy way: She read
voraciously and filled blank pages with drivel until her fingers cramped and her brain defected. Eventually, she learned to craft a
decipherable sentence. Author of the Dixie Flannigan series, Bitch Factor, Rage Factor, Chill Factor and Slice of Life, Chris has
published stories and essays in, among others, Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine and Writer s Digest.

Follow the entire Emissary tour HERE
(http://worldwindvirtualbooktours.weebly.com/tour-emissary.html)
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  Guest Post by RJ Blain

Writing a novel is hard. We’ve heard that line all before. I’ve been asked many times

where I get the ideas for my novels. I’ve also been asked how I turn those ideas into

actual books.

It’s a difficult question to answer. A few years ago, I attended a convention in Montreal,

Quebec, where I was one of the panelists alongside Deborah Beale and Violette Malan.
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Quebec, where I was one of the panelists alongside Deborah Beale and Violette Malan.
We spent an hour debating this very subject. There was only one thing everyone could

agree on: Ideas get easier with practice.

 Everything else was up to the author, but each and every one of us came to the

conclusion that our ability to come up with ideas of stories was directly tied to how

often we tried to come up with those ideas. I wouldn’t compare it with riding a bike, but

more of getting caught up in a landslide. Once the first pebbles start bouncing down the

hill, more ideas follow.

I often decide what kind of story I want to write before I come up with the actual book

idea. Sometimes I want to tell a story about something I like—for example, dinosaurs. I

like dinosaurs. I also like dragons. I’m  a fan of horses. This eventually turned into

creating something that mixed dinosaurs, dragons, and horses and setting them loose in a fantasy world.

 Sometimes my ideas are  but that is part of what makes writing so much fun.

My latest novel, Winter Wolf, has a bit of a story behind it. About five or six years ago, I had a phase where I really found

studying infectious illnesses to be quite intriguing. I read about all sorts of viruses and how humans have evolved

resistances to them. Genetics plays a large role in how susceptible someone is to certain illnesses, which fascinated me

almost as much as the process viruses use to get around those resistances.

So after that much reading, of course I had to sit down and try my hand at a disease endemic story. However, I’m not usually

a fan of the end-of-all-humanity stories. I find them depressing. As a result, I limited the spread of the virus to certain

supernatural creatures. This led me a very interesting conflict: if humanity had the choice of saving a race from being wiped

out from plague knowing the race being saved is , would they? Or would they take the safer route, letting these

people die for their personal safety?

Thus the idea for Winter Wolf was born. I strayed from that path a little, but the idea is still within the pages, a red thread

weaving the actions of protagonists and antagonists alike. It’s a survival story but at the same time, it goes deeper than that.

Sometimes the idea for a novel is a simple ‘What if?’ question. Most of my stories are—they just grow from there.

And sometimes, I never do find the answer to the question that birthed the novel. And that makes the speculation all the

more entertaining, as there is no definitive ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer.

At the end of the day, the  is a small part of the process of writing a novel. A good story is about . Create

interesting people to write about and the ideas will come—after all, those characters are interesting for a reason, right?
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The Hunted Wizard

When Nicole dabbled in the occult, she lost it all: Her voice, her family, and her name. Now on the run from the Inquisition, she
must prove to herself—and the world—that not all wizards are too dangerous to let live.

The savage murder of a bookstore employee throws Nicole into the middle of Inquisition business, like it or not. Driven by her
inability to save the young man’s life, she decides to hunt the killer on her own. Using forbidden magic to investigate the past, she
learns that the murderer is in fact a disease that could kill the entire werewolf race.

Forced to choose between saving lives and preserving her own, Nicole embraces the magic that sent her into exile. Without
werewolves, the power of the Inquisition would dwindle, and she could live without being hunted.

Nicole’s only hope for success lies in the hands of the werewolves she hates and the Inquisition she fears, but finding someone to
trust is only the beginning of her problems. There are those who want to ensure that the werewolves go extinct and that the
Inquisition falls.

But, if she fails to find a cure, her family—including her twin sister—will perish…
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RJ Blain suffers from a Moleskine journal obsession, a pen fixation, and a terrible tendency to pun without warning.

When she isn't playing pretend, she likes to think she's a cartographer and a sumi-e painter. In reality, she herds cats and a

husband, and obeys the commands of Tsu Dhi, the great warrior fish.

In her spare time, she daydreams about being a spy. Should that fail, her contingency plan involves tying her best of enemies

to spinning wheels and quoting James Bond villains until she is satisfied.
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 is a well-written short story fantasy collection that

interweaves myth, magic, romance, and fairytale elements. At times, the

writing is darker and bordering on horror.

The 14 stories in this collection range from the melancholic, lyrically

written “The Taste of Cherries,” to the chilling “The Train,” to a character

study of isolation mingled with love in “The Tower in the Desert.”

I especially enjoyed “I Am the Grey Lady,” about a woman afraid of going

insane, and the darkly magical “Every Word I Speak,” a retold fairy tale with

a not-so-happy ending about a girl who spills a flower, a pearl, or a diamond

Wishes and Sorrows
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a not-so-happy ending about a girl who spills a flower, a pearl, or a diamond

out of her mouth whenever she speaks.

I enjoyed reading this collection. The author has a beautiful writing style, at

times poetic and literary, with dreamlike, vivid images. The stories are

pretty unique, though some of them, such as “The Taste of Cherries,” feel

more like vignettes than complete stories. In spite of the plot variety,

there’s a unifying thoughtful, “quiet” mood throughout that I especially

liked. Recommended for fans of fantasy, fairy tales, and magical stories.

Purchase on Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/Wishes-Sorrows-Magic-

Cindy-Speer-ebook/dp/B00MW6F49W).

Read my interview with the author HERE (http://thedarkphantom.wordpress.com/2014/10/30/interview-with-cindy-lynn-

speer-author-of-wishes-and-sorrows/).

My review originally appeared in Blogcritics (https://blogcritics.org/book-review-wishes-and-sorrows-by-cindy-lynn-

speer/).
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Welcome EA Lake, touring with his new release WWIV Kids at War!

What inspired you to write your latest book?

Lounging at the cottage, in northern Wisconsin, one weekend, I made

the decision to create a series named . The first idea that came

to me was for book two, this book. The idea for book one came a

month later.

So, I created this event in my mind; an event of global proportion. An

event that will set humanity back hundreds of years in our progress.

Thinking things through more, I asked myself, “Who will be the most

vulnerable members of our society in a post-apocalyptic world like the

one I’ve created?” I thought about that question for most of the day,

perhaps even the weekend. Late in the evening it struck me. It was

perfect. I had my solution, my theme if you will. I started writing that night and wrote well past midnight. 

 How did you come up with the title?

I wanted something catchy for book two; just like I’m sure everyone desires a catchy title. But I wanted it to be ambiguous

as well. The title could mean one thing, or something completely different.

has absolutely nothing to do with arming a group of ten-year-olds with high-powered weapons and sending

them off to war. I’m not that macabre. I really feel it catches the essence of what is inside the book in a special way. A way

where it keeps you thinking the whole time.

 

How much of the book is realistic?

Okay, let’s just be clear – it’s fiction; post-apocalyptic dystopian fiction. With that said, I think what I’ve written is extremely

realistic. In a futuristic, depressed sort of way. 

WWIV

Kids at War 
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realistic. In a futuristic, depressed sort of way. 

I take great pains to make my characters are real, and normal, as possible. I don’t use super-heros, or ultra-preppers, or

Johnny Rambo types in my novels. I write about regular people, like you and I and how their lives might be. Then, I use a

setting that already exists somewhere in my world. Book one took place beginning in Woodbury, MN – basically right on my

front steps. This book, , takes place on a real farm in southern Wisconsin. Even the Amish neighbors featured in

the book can be found all around the area. And finally, I try to keep the action as realistic as I can. We don’t know exactly

what this world will be like, but I can guess. In keeping things consistent, I feel like there’s a realm of realism in the tale.

 
Give us an insight into your main character.

Sister Theresa is a young nun in her late twenties. She is small in stature and large in courage. Raised originally on a farm in

central Illinois, she joined the church after completing high school. This was, of course, before the event that changed the

world forever.

For the past seven years, she’s been working at a Catholic Church near Mequon, WI. There she aids the poor, helps keep

people’s spirits up, and runs various tasks as assigned by her Mother Superior. At least that what she was doing before she

was volunteered for her most recent, and potentially final task. Now she is back in the country, living with five teens and five

babies assigned to the teens, hoping to scratch out some type of existence. 

With the help of an alcoholic recluse, and neighbors from another century, Theresa courageously guides the teens through

all kinds of troubles, and boredom, found far out in the country nowadays.

 
What are you working on now?

This week I began writing a primer for my series. As of now it remains unnamed. It will be a shorter, novella type of

ebook. It will cover what happens to some people right before, and shortly after .

Each of the first seven chapters will be scenes from various spots throughout the US and world, moments before the event.

You’ll see what these people’s lives are like just as everything falls apart, and shortly after. From LA, to New Hampshire;

from teenagers driving down the road near Rapid City, to an operating room in Moscow, you will go through each of their

experiences with the characters. Like I say, this will be a primer to the entire series. Something I probably should have

written first, but an idea that came to me later in the process.

 
What book are you reading now?

Right now I am midway through , by Laura Hillenbrand. It’s a great story from WWII, featuring the US Olympic

runner Louis Zamperini, as he flies his way through the Pacific as a gunner on a B-24. I don’t want to say any more because I

hate spoilers myself.

 
How do you publish your books and why? (Indie, traditional or both)

I am completely independent and plan to stay that way for the foreseeable future. I convert and format my own eBooks and

paperbacks, so that if anything goes wrong only I am to blame. I like having complete control on the process. If I am going to

make it as an author, I’m going to make it on my own terms.

 

Do you think that the cover plays an important part in the buying process?

Covers are huge. And I think a lot of self-published authors miss this point.

For less than $100, you can have the cover of your eBook and paperback created by a professional. There are a lot of places

out there that will do an eBook for as little as $50.  Compare that to using a “free” stock cover that you’ve seen in hundreds

of other books. Or something you create for free on your own computer. Unless you are a graphic artist, or really, really

good at this kind of thing, you need to hire it out. Because a good cover is one thing, but a great cover catches people’s

attention…and that translates into book sales.

 

Who designed your book cover?

For both book one ( ) and book two ( ) I used Laura LaRoche from LLpix. And I

absolutely love what she has done for me on both book’s covers. You can reach Laura here: laura@llpix.com

Her prices are reasonable and her turn around time is superb. I cannot possibly say enough great things about her.

 

What part of your writing time do you devote to marketing your book?

A lot more than I ever thought I would. With my first book, I was like, “What the heck; don’t these things sell themselves?”

And by the way, the answer is NO!

When I’m actively writing something new, I spend about 15% of my time on marketing. That’s not much, but I need to create

when the mood strikes. When I’m editing, or taking one of my few breaks, I spend at least 75% of my time on marketing

activities. This can entail contacting blogs, researching websites, planning Goodreads or AdWords campaigns, or even filling

in an interview for a blog tour (like right now). The bottom line is this: If you’re not creating, you need to be at least thinking

about marketing. Never stop searching for creative new ways to market your product and yourself.

 

Kids at War

WWIV 
whatever happened, happens

Unbroken

WWIV – In The Beginning WWIV – Kids at War



Is there any marketing technique you used that had an immediate impact on your sales figures?

Absolutely! And it’s the technique that brings us together today. A Blog Tour!

This is my second tour with Worldwind Virtual Book Tours. And then reason I’m back is because of the great results I had

with my first book. In my very unscientific study, I experienced 300% ROI on my first tour. I know for a fact there was a

noticeable uptick in sales during the two-week event.

I highly recommend that new authors at least consider a blog tour for your next new release.

Synopsis

Almost six years since an unknown event plunged the world into darkness,

humanity continues to crumble. Times have worsened as the remaining fuel and

valuable resources – fresh food and water – are long gone. Chances of recovery

have all but disappeared; chances of survival seem grim. 

In a plan so backward, so unlikely to have any success, the militia of the Milwaukee

area take a young nun, five teens, and a set of five “special packages” into the

barren farmland of south-central Wisconsin. There, with little more than

themselves for support, they are to live, to grow, and perhaps even prosper. Or

maybe the militia has just removed a problem they chose not to deal with. 

With the help of new – yet strange – friends, their journey begins. But trouble finds

them, even against their greatest hopes and fervent prayers. Worse, the militia has

purchased help from a drunken recluse who may prove to be their greatest trouble

of all. 

The second book of our greatest war, our battle for survival, begins: WWIV – Kids

at War. 

Purchase on Amazon

Amazon: http://amzn.com/B00O07M598 (http://amzn.com/B00O07M598)

Add to Goodreads (https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/23365389-wwiv---kids-at-war?
from_search=true)

Get in touch with EA Lake: Website	  (h$p://www.ealake.com/) / Goodreads

(https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/8107048.E_A_Lake) / Facebook

(h$ps://www.facebook.com/ealake5) / Twitter	  (h$ps://twi$er.com/ealake5)
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If you’re a fan of romance stories, this holiday season treat yourself to 

, a series of interconnected stories about four best friends who

come up with an unusual plan — the “love list” — to find romance and how

they find true love in a small town. To put it simply, each drops a name of a
nice guy their friends may like into a basket, and each chooses one…with

unexpected consequences.

In “Love Uncorked,” by Jennifer Conner, we meet Tegan Taylor, owner of

The
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In “Love Uncorked,” by Jennifer Conner, we meet Tegan Taylor, owner of

the Que Syrah Syrah wine shop in Vine grove, the heart of wine country.

She chooses Richard, but their date turns into a disaster. Richard is not at

all the type of man she’s looking for. But, then, a handsome Australian

cowboy shows up, and things take a turn. Maybe the love list wasn’t a bad

idea, after all.

In “Love Found Me,” by Sharon Kleve, Chloe Miles never thought she could
find true love, especially with someone so different from her…until she

meets Mitch Brodin as he steps foot into Roy’s Pet Rescues looking for

advice on how to care for new born kittens.  Chloe is vivacious and

unpredictable, while Mitch is methodical and predictable. Like her, he

never thought fate would bring him someone so opposite, especially when

he hadn’t planned on being so lucky.

In “Blind Tasting,” by Angela Ford, Dr. Rebecca Miller is devastated over her

fiancé’s affair with her best friend. To heal herself, she moves from the city and gets a job in a small country hospital. From

the love list, she picks up the name of Chase Tanner. Things are going well, until he discovers the love list and believes to be

fooled. Can Becca convince him she really does love him? 

In “Building up to Love,” by Joanne Jaytanie, Tegan, Chloe and Becca have already found true love…except Laura, so she

thinks the love list is cursed, at least when it comes to her. She’s in the process of opening a B&B when suddenly Travis

Jerome arrives new to town and jumps at the chance to work on Laura’s B&B remodeling. Sparks ignite, and a night of

tragedy and near death brings their hearts together.

 was a pleasure to read, the perfect novella collection to read at the beach or curled up in a warm sofa in front

of the fire this holiday season. Written by four award-winning authors, the stories will make you laugh and will warm your

heart. The writing is light, fun, and uplifting, the characters ones to root for. If you enjoy light romance stories with fun plots

and compelling heroes and heroines, you’ll want to give this one a try.

Purchase on Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/Love-List-Collection-Uncorked-Building-ebook/dp/B00OD4YPZU).

My review was originally published in Blogcritics (https://blogcritics.org/book-review-the-love-list-by-jennifer-conner-

sharon-kleve-angela-ford-and-joanne-jaytanie/).
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